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Operational modelling capacity in European Seas
Perspectives and Recommendations from the EuroGOOS-Coastal Working Group
To characterize, at European scale :
Survey (Google Form) → EuroGOOS → ROOSes & CMEMS → Partners
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Contributions
49 organizations – 104 operational model systems
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Data provision
Which Phenomenon of Interest ?
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Observations
Which platform, for which purpose?
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Forcings
Atmosphere Land
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Forcings
Atmosphere Land
Lists of national providers
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Data assimilation
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Data assimilation
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Coastal
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Means of improvements
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Recommendations
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Recommendations
Dissimilarity in European Modelling Capacity
In terms of
Quality of forcings.
Model engine and processes.
Assimilation procedures.
Generalize the use of data assimilation




Follow-up – Involve private and downstream operators – Dissemination.
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Best Practices – Modulable models – Inter-comparison exercises.
Poor capacity in biogeochemical operational modelling
Lack of real-time land forcing service (incl. nutrient loads).
Bottlenecks in the provision of near-real time datasets able to
constrain biogeochemical phenomena.
Generalize the use of data assimilation
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